Cold Moons
our moon - superteacherworksheets - about fifty moons could fit inside earth. temperatures can be
extreme — as hot as 250ºf or as cold as minus 250ºf. that’s why astronauts had to wear special spacesuits
when they first landed on the moon. besides protecting them from the extreme temperatures, the suits
provided enough name: page 1 of 2 planet riddles - super teacher worksheets - name: _____ page 1 of 2
planet riddles 1. i'm the planet that everyone calls “red,” but really my soil is rust-colored instead. look up and
you may spot me in the sky, i'm the orange-colored dot, way up high. which planet am i? _____ 2. with over 63
moons, you might say i have a lot. look with a telescope to see my big, red spot. how cold is the moon
triton - interfaithresourcecenter - title: how cold is the moon triton subject: triton is the largest of
neptune's 14 moons, at about 1, miles (2, kilometers) across. neptune would appear about 10 times larger in
the sky of triton than the moon looks in the sky of earth. jovian planets, their moons & rings - mesa
community college - jovian planets, their moons & rings. the moons of the jovian planets. ... the four largest
regular moons of jupiter are the galilean moons: io, europa, ganymede, & callisto ... cold enough that water is
as hard as rock. exploring titan. titan is shrouded in haze similar to smog particles. the most interesting
moons in our solar system - umu - jupiter moons described above and triton one of neptune’s moons which
i will describe in the next section. it is supposed that jupiter’s moons are too close to the sun. their attraction
forces are not high enough to keep -140 c cold gases durably. triton on the other hand is so far away from the
sun that its surface is -235 c cold. ice in the solar system - applied physics laboratory - ice moons, with
the proportion of rock and ice varying ... from infalling comets and meteorites and become “cold-trapped” at
the poles over billions of years. alternatively, water vapor may have been outgassed from the interior ... ice in
the solar system. cold faithful - eccles science - home - cold faithful geysers spout from icy saturn moon
scientists are gushing over a discovery by the cassini spacecraft— evidence of water on one of saturn’s many
moons! cassini snapped shots of enceladus (en-sell-ahdus) as the craft orbited saturn. on close inspection, the
photos show geysers1 the seven ceremonies friends made ceremony - the “cold moons” were over and
the people emerged from their round “winter houses” where they had kept a fire burning and were kept warm
during the snows and blizzards. it was a happy time to be out in the fresh air more and once again begin their
activities of raising gardens, hunting, fishing and interacting with the other jupiter reading comprehension
worksheet - tlsbooks - it gets very hot and very cold. talk about bad weather. scientists think jupiter's core
may be a thick, super hot soup. it might be up to 50,000°f down there. jupiter has its own 'mini solar system'
of 49 moons. scientists are most interested in the galilean satellites -the four largest moons discovered by
galileo galilei in 1610. grades 1-2 lesson 10 awesome saturn - nasa - grades 1-2 lesson 10 awesome
saturn language arts focus — using poetry to describe saturn science focus — summative reflections on saturn
... it has moons. it is made of gases. it is cold. it is saturn! “i used to think” poem i used to think saturn was
small but now i know it is huge. jupiter and jupiter saturn - astronomy.ohio-state - –smaller mercury &
mars have cold interiors. •in the galilean moons, interior heat is determined by proximity to jupiter –io is
hottest, outermost callisto is coldest. –energy source: tidal heating by jupiter. relative tidal heating tidal forces
scale as 1/d3 where d is the radius of the moon’s orbit. winter moons-moonlit winter night - andover
fabrics - under on a cold winter’s night. the piecing is straightforward and easy. moonlit winter night quilt
introducing andover fabrics new collection: winter moons by two can art quilt designed by two can art fabric
requirements yardage fabric fabric a blocks 1 panel (q yard) 8516-c fabric b setting 1 yard 8517-b fabric c
setting w yard 8517-c astronomy satellites of jupiter & saturn galilean ... - satellites of jupiter & saturn
galilean satellites similarities and differences among the galilean satellites how the galilean moons ... is
normally solid at the cold temperatures on io. but under the surface where is is hot, the so 2 turns to gas and
explosively erupts at up to 1000
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